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ABSTRACT 

The enzyme volume yield (nmol L'I in batch shake-flask fermentations for 
the production of the enzyme cytochrome p-450 by the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae N.C.Y.C. 754 on a medium based on coconut-water was optimised 
with respect to the experimental variables temperature (T). shaking rate 
(RPM) and the initial concentrations of glucose (0). yeast extract (YE) and 
peptone (PI supplements using a half-replicate 2' factorial and steepest 
ascent methods to locate the area containing the maximum enzyme volume 
yield and using a rotatable composite design to find the optimum levels of 
the experimental variables at the point of maximum yield. It was found that 
for maximum enzyme volume yield the levels of the variables are as follows: 
T = 26.1i"C. RPM = /59 r.p.m .. G = 139.18 gL'. YE = 17.04 gL' and P = 
6.95 gLi Experiments conducted with these optimised levels of variables 
gave an average enzyme volume yield of 372.62 nmol L"' with a biomass 
yield of /6.08 g L'. The optimised level of Pat 6.95 gL' is very much lower 
than the previously optimised level of Pat 11.90 gL' in a medium not based 
on coconut-water while the optimised levels of the other variables remain 
almost the same. Peptone costs RM/58.00 kg~' at current market price and 
the lowering of the optimum level of peptone in a fermentation medium 
based on coconut-water confirms the usefulness of coconut-water as a base 
for a fermentation medium in this particular fermentation. 

ABSTRAK 

Hasil isipadu enzim (nmol L'I dalam fermentasi sesekumpul kelalang 
goncang untuk penghasilan enzim sitokrom p-450 oleh yis Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae N.c.~c. 754 dalam medium berasaskan air kelapa telah 
dioptimumkan terhadap pembolehubah-pembolehubah ujikaji suhu (TI. kadar 
goncangan (RPM) dall kepekatan awal tambahan glukos (GI. ekstrak yis (YE). 

dan pepton (P) menggunakan kaedah-kaedah ujikaji faktorial 2' separuh 
ulangan dan pendakian paling curam untuk mendapatkan kawasan yang 
mengandungi t;tik hasil isipadu enzim maksimum dan menggunakan satu 
reka bentuk komposit boleh-putar untuk mendapatkan paras optimum 
pembolehubah-pembolehubah pada titik hasil maksimum itu. Didapati hasil 
isipadu enzim yang maksimum dihasilkan pada paras pembolehubah
pembolehubah seperti berikut: T = 26.1i"C. RPM = /59 r.p.m .. G = /39./8 
gL'. YE = 17.04 gL' dan P = 6.95 gL'. Ujikaji-ujikaji yang dijalankan 
pada paras optimum pembolehubah-pembolehubah memberi hasil isipadu 
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enzim purata 372.62 nmol L' dengan biojisim 16.08 gL'. Paras optimum 
P pada 6.95 gL' adalah jauh lebih rendah dari paras optimum sebelumnva 
pada 11.90 gL-' da/am medium tidak berasaskan air kelapa manakala paras 
optimum pembo/ehubah-pembofehubah lain hampir kekal pada paras yang 
.'lama. Pepton berharga RMJ5B.OO k.rr' di pasaran dan penurunan paras 
optimum pepton da/am mediumfermentasi berasaskan air kelapa mensahkan 
keho/ehgulIlllln air kelapll sebagai Gsas medium untuk jermenlasi ini. 

INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier paper (7) we have reported a preliminary work in shake-flasks 
on the selection of experimental variables which are relevant to the yield 
of the fermentation for the enzyme cytochrome p-450 in the yeast 
Saccharomyces cerev;sille N.C.Y.C 754 using a coconut-water based medium. 
The result of the work showed that the experimental variables temperature 
(T). pH. shaking rate ,RPM' and initial concentrations of glucose (0), yeast 
extract 'YE) and phosphoric acid 'PAl supplements are relevant to the 
fermentation in onc way or another. What we consider most interesting is 
that the initial concentration of peptone (P) in the fermentation medium 
was found to be of little relevance to the fermentation. Peptone is by far 
the most expensive component (by weight) in previous media formulations 
for this type of fermentation [9. 10) and the possibility of formulating a 
coconut-water based medium which needs less peptone supplement would 
lower medium costs as well as partly solve the wastewater treatment 
problem of the coconut processing plants [1). 

In this paper we report our work on the optimisation of this fermentation 
in shake-tlasks with respect to the experimental variables RPM (or X,l. T(or 
X,). P(or X,) YE (or X,) and 0 (or X,l. Phosphoric acid supplements have 
been discontinued because it was found that the effect of adding it into the 
medium is to reduce the yield of the fermentation [7]. pH was found to have 
very important intluences on the fermentation [7] but its optimisation has to 
be deferred until the femlentation has been scaled up to stirred-tank fermenter 
scale where pH can be controlled accurately. 

The methods of half-replicate 2' factorial experiments and the path of 
steepest ascent [3] were used to find the area containing the maximum yield. 
The method of Rotatable Composite Design [3. 9) was then used to evaluate 
the ex.perimental variables at the maximum point. 

THEORY 

THE METHOD OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT 

The method of factorial experiment [3] has been designed to allow the 
effects of a number of experimental variables on the yield to be investigated 
simultaneously. It gives the "main effects" and the "interactive effects" of 
changing the experimental variables from a lower level to an upper level. 
The main effect of an experimental variable is defined as the average of the 
effects of changing its value from the lower level to the upper level among 
all the experiments. It is derived by assuming that the experimental variable 
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is an independent variable and all the variations in its etfects are due to 
experimental errors only. The interactive effects between two or more 
experimental variables are calculated on the assumption that the experimental 
variables are not independent but are in fact interacting between them. This 
is particularly advantageous for the system under study because the use of 
the complex medium involve complex components the nature of the effects 
of which is not well-defined. 

The factorial experiments make use of a mathematical method known as 
the Yates' Method [II) to analyse the main effects and the interactive 
effects. In giving the main effects and the interactive effects the result of 
the analysis by Yates' Method [II] also indicate whether the "yield response 
surface" in the area examined is curved or uncurved. and jf it is uncurved. 
whether it is flat with respect to the experimental variables or increasing or 
decreasing with respect to one or more experimental variables and if so, in 
which direction. The "yield response surface" itself is not actually a surface 
in the sense that a surface can only have a maximum of three dimensions 
whereas in this theoretical response surface the number of dimensions that 
can be considered is limitless. ]n this work the method of half-replicate 2~ 
factorial experiments [3] was used, involving the five experimental variables 
RPM. T, P. YE and G. Half-replicate experiments are a modification of their 
full-factorial counterparts, where in the modification some information is 
lost but only half the number of experiments need to be done. 

In the full-factorial experiments all main effects and a11 interactive 
effects have distinct values. ]n half-replicate experiments none of the main 
effects or interactive effects have distinct values. Instead, they share their 
values with their respective "aliases". In a half-replicate 2' factorial experiment 
an "alias" can be defined as that main effect or interactive effect which will 
result if an effect (a main effect or an interactive effect) represented by a 
combination of variables is multiplied by the effect combination X,X,X,X,X, 
with squared terms vanishing. Thus the "alias" of the interaction XIX:! is the 
interaction X JX.j.X5• for example. The special combination XIX,::X:;X4XS is 
called the "defIning contrast". It is used to divide the full 2' factorial into 
two half-replicates, one containing the defining contrast and the other does 
not. In this work the half-replicate 2' factorial containing the defining 
contract was used. The choice was arbitrary. 

Thus, in the half-replicate 2' factorial experiment, the main effects are 
not distinguishable from their aliases the effects of the 4-variables interactions. 
and the 2-variables interactive effects are not distinguishable from their 
aliases the effects of the 3-variables interactions. Consequently, in order to 
obtain valid estimates of the main effects, their respective 4-variables 
interactive effects have to be assumed not to be significantly different from 
the experimental error at the given confidence level. Similarly, in order to 
obtain valid estimates of the 2-variables interactive effects, their respective 
3-variables interactive effects have to be assumed not to be significantly 
different from the experimental error at the given confidence level. 

If it can be proven that the 3-variables interactive effects are small 
enough so as not to be distinguishable from the experimental errors, then it 
can be assumed that the 4-variables interactive effects are negligible because 
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they will be even smaller. This is because for quantitative variables such as 
the case presently the main effects and interactive effects can be associated 
with the terms of a Taylor series expansion of a response function [21· 

YATES METHOD OF CALCULATING THE MAIN EFFECTS AND THE 
INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 

IN THE HALF REPLICATE 2' FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT 

To be able to use Yates' Method [11], the experiments (consisting of various 
combinations of the experimental variables each in its upper or lower level) 
must first be arranged in the particular order as shown in Table 2, where a 
-I denotes the lower level and a + 1 denotes the higher level. The -I and + I 
are actually representing particular levels ("",") where the change from -1 to 
+ 1 for an experimental variable was chosen on the basis that based on the 
then available information, this change should have given a large enough 
effect so as to be distinguishable from the experimental error and that the 
level of the experimental variable giving the maximum yield was most likely 
to be contained within this range. The levels of the experimental variables 
used in the half-replicate 2' factorial experiments are given in Table 1. a is 
the multiplication factor for the increament in the levels of the experimental 
variables. The increament itself is a standard quantity. 

By first ignoring the fifth variable (X,) the combination of variables can 
be treated as a full 2' factorial using Yaies' Method [11] to calculate the 
main effects and the interactive effects using the following procedures: 

Firstly, the combination of levels of variables are written down in the 
systematic order of the plan where the variables are introduced in tum and 
the introduction of any variable is followed by its combination with all the 
previous combinations of levels of variables (Table 3). Secondly, the yields 
are entered in the next column. To get the upper half of column I (i.e. 
number I to 8 in Table 3) the yields are added in pairs. To get the lower 
half of column I (i.e. number 9 to 16 in Table 3), the first number of each 
pair is subtracted from the second number. Thirdly, the same process is 
applied to column I to get column 2 and similarly for all columns until 
column 4 is obtained. The first number in column 4 is the grand total ("GT"). 

The succeeding factorial effects come out in the order in which the 
combination of the upper levels of variables were written down. 

If the experimental variable Xs were not present, the figures in column 
4 would represent the f.actorial effect totals for all main effects and interactive 
effects of variables X"X"X, and X,. The effect of reintroducing the variable 
X, can be expressed in terms of the defining contrast. By multiplying all 
interactive combinations with the defining contrast and removing all the 
squared terms, a new list of interactive combinations involving X, results. 
Each of these new interactive combination is the alias of the corresponding 
interactive combination in the full 24 factorial. The interactive combination 
with the smaller number of variables is chosen from each pair of aliases to 
be assigned the value of the interactive effect. 

The main effects interactive effects were then tested against the error 
variance per experimental unit ("r''') which was derived by repeating the 
experiments at the centre point (a=O) as shown in Table 4, for significance 
at selected confidence level (75%, 90%, 95%, 97.5%, 99%) using the 
statistical F-test [3]. The relevant values of the F-distribution are given in 
Table 6 and the result of the statistical F-test are given in Table 7. 
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TABLE 1. The Levels of the Experimental Variables in the 
Half-Replicate 2~ Factorial Experiments 

Levels of Experimental Variable 

Experimental ex :::; -I 0.=0 ex;::: +1 Unit 
Variables 

RPM 125 150 175 rpm 
T 25.0 27.5 30.0 "c 
P 7.0 10.0 13.0 gL·' 
YE 7.0 10.0 13.0 gL·1 

G 90.0 110.0 130.0 gL"! 

TABLE 2. The Plan of the Half-Replicate 2' Factorial 
Experiments and the Untreated Results 

RPM T P YE G ENZYME BIOMASS 
Flask No. XI X2 X3 X4 X5 nmol L-l nmol g-l gL· T 

-I -I -I -I 439.56 47.986 9.16 
2 -I -I -I -I 131.87 47.523 9.08 
3 -I -I -I -I 131.87 9.959 13.24 
4 -I -I 307.69 24.814 12.4 
5 -I -I I -I -I 219.78 14.671 14.98 
6 -I -I 322.34 21.703 14.82 
7 -I -I 373.62 30.155 12.39 
8 -I -I 87.91 7.295 12.05 
9 -I -I -I -I 307.69 29.109 10.57 
10 I -I -I I 307.69 19.183 16.04 
II -I -I 373.62 29.723 12.57 
12 I -I -I 219.78 18.104 12.14 
13 -I -I I 454.21 41.031 11.07 
14 I -I -I 146.52 9.303 15.75 
15 -I -I 234.43 21.409 10.95 
16 I I 351.64 26.884 13.08 

THE METHOD OF THE PATH OF STEEPEST ASCENT 

The method of the Path of Steepest Ascent [3] finds the direction (with 
respect to all the variables considered) in which the increase of the yield is 
steepest. Experimental points can be tested along this direction and the 
point where the yield differs significantly from that predicted by the linear 
equation based on the area previously investigated is made the new centre 
point around which a new factorial experiment is constructed. This process 
is carried on until finally an area is found which satisfies the criterion for the 
area containing the maximum yield. 



TABLE 3. The Results of the Calculation of Main Effects and Interactive Effects Using Yates Method 

No. XI X2 X3 X4 X5 Yield Column I Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Identification 
(nmol L-I) 

I. (X5) 439.56 571.43 1010.99 2014.64 44\0.22 XI 
2. XI 131.87 439.56 1003.65 2395.58 -659.34 X2 
3. X2 131.87 542.12 1208.78 -315.oz -249.10 XIX2 
4. XI X2 (X5) 307.69 461.53 1186.80 -344.32 -336.30 XIX2 
5. X3 219.78 615.38 ·131.87 -212.46 -29.32 X3 
6. XI X3 (X5) 322.34 593.40 -183.1 -36.64 -87.92 XIX3 
7. X2 X3 (X5) 373.62 600.73 -153.84 95.24 -58.60 X2X3 
8. XI X2 X3 87.91 586.07 -190.48 271.06 -293.04 X4X5=XIX2X3 
9. X4 307.69 -131.87 -7.34 -380.94 X4 
10. XI X4 (X5) 307.69 175.82 -80.59 21.98 -29.30 XIX4 
II. X2 X4 (X5) 373.62 102.56 -51.28 175.82 X2X4 
12. XI X2 X4 219.78 -285.71 -14.66 -36.64 175.82 X3X5=XIX2X4 
13. X3 X4 (X5) 454.21 0.00 483.51 51.28 -14.64 X3X4 
14. XI X3 X4 146.52 -153.84 -388.27 7.32 14.64 X2X5=XIX3X4 
15. X2 X3 X4 234.43 -307.69 -153.84 -871.78 43.96 XIX5=X2X3X4 
16. XI X2 X3 X4 (X5) 351.64 117.21 424.90 578.74 1450.52 X5=XIX2X3X4 

• 



TABLE 4. The Plan of the Replication of the Centre Point 
and the Result of the Experiments 

RPM T P YE G ENZYME BIOMASS 
Flask No XI X2 X3 X4 X5 nmol L-' nmol g-I gL- ' 

27 0 0 0 0 0 234.43 27.269 8.597 
28 0 0 0 0 0 278.39 40.446 6.883 
29 0 0 0 0 0 263.79 32.435 8.131 
30 0 0 0 0 0 307.67 40.429 7.684 
31 0 0 0 0 0 373.62 51.363 7.274 
32 0 0 0 0 0 241.78 30.016 8.055 

Average yield at centre point 283.27 36.99 7.77 
Sum of squared error 13721.85 394.23 1.93 
Mean squared error (r) 2211.97 65.70 0.32 

TABLE 5. The Result of the F-Test on the Main 
Effects and Interactive Effects 

No. ldentifi- Totals Effects d.f. S' S'/r' F-test 
cation 

I. 4410.22 -82.42 
2. RP\l -659.34 -31.14 2717.58 12.28 2 
3. T -249.10 -31.10 3878.18 1.75 5 
4. RPM-T 366.30 45.79 8385.98 3.79 5 
5. P - 29.32 - 3.67 53.73 0.02 
6. RPM-P - 87.92 -10.99 483.12 0.22 
7. T-P 58.60 7.33 214.62 0.10 
8. YE-G 293.04 -36.63 5367.03 2.43 5 
9. YE 380.94 47.62 9069.71 4.10 4 
10. RPM-YE - 29.30 - 3.67 53.66 0.02 
II. T-YE 175.82 21.98 53.66 0.02 
12. P-G 175.82 21.98 1932.04 0.87 
13. YE-P - 14.64 - 1.83 13.40 0.00 
14. T-G 14.64 1.83 13.40 0.00 
15. RPM-G - 43.96 - 5.50 120.78 0.05 
16. G 1450.52 181.32 131500.5 59.45 

TABLE 6. F-distribution 

NI N2 Fo_'I'I F()<)75 F(),,~ F(),<I(' FI),7~ 

5 10.26 10.01 6.61 4.06 1.89 
16 5 9.69 6.41 4.67 3.24 1.69 
SYMBOLS 2 3 4 5 

~. 
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TABLE 7. Regression Coefficients of the Linear 
Equation for (he Response Surface 

COEFFICIENTS VALUES 

bO 275.638 
bl -14.208 
b2 -15.506 
b3 - 1.832 
b4 23.808 
b5 90.657 

.~ 

THE LINEAR APPROXIMATE EQUATION OF THE YIELD RESPONSE SURFACE AND 
THE CRITERION FOR THE AREA CONTAINING THE MAXIMUM YIELD 

A linear regression between the yield of the fermentations and the levels of 
the experimental variables can be done on computer using the least square 
error method giving the form: 

(1 ) 

where y N is the enzyme volume yield of the Nth experiment 
X" is the level of the ith experimental variable in the Nth 

experiment 
a is a constant 
" ar is the coefficient of the ith experimental variable. 

If the coefficients ar to a, are small compared to the constant ao and the 
fit of the equation is good (i.e. the errors are small), the area investigated is 
a plateau which may contain the maximum. If the coefficients a] to as are 
small compared to the constant ao but the fit of the equation is bad (i.e. the 
errors are large), the area is curved to both sides of the centre of the 
experiment and may contain the maximum yield. If the fit of the equation 
is good but the coefficients ar to a, are large compared to ao' then the area 
investigated is steep and does not contain the maximum. If the fit of the 
equation is bad and the coefficients a

l 
to as are large compared to 8

0
, then 

the area does not contain the maximum. In these last two cases the Steepest 
Ascent Method [3] has to be used to find a new centre point and a new half
replicate 25 factorial experiment built around it. 

THE METHOD OF ROTATABLE COMPOSITE DESIGN 

The method of Rotatable Composite Design [3] gives the complimentary 
experimental points which can be tested to enable the area containing the 
maximum (found as above) to be approximated by a quadratic equation and 
the levels of the variables at the maximum point evaluated using matrix 
algebra as suggested by Himmelblau [4]. The complete experimental plan 
[3] is called the "half-replicate 2' factorial plus star design and 6 points 
centre". The star points are the ten points at a distance a = ± 2.0 from the 
centre point. Here (l is given the value 2.0 to give the design the property 
of being rotatable, i.e. the standard error per unit experiment is the same for 
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all points that are at the same distance from the centre of the region [2,3] 
This is a property adopted because it was not known in advance how the 
response surface would orient itself with respect to the X-axes. 

The fonn of the quadratic equation for 5-X variables is as follows: 

5 5 

L j hi X iN + L j 

i=1 i=1 

where bo is a constant 

5 

1 :Ei 
bijX iN +. 

1=1 

i <j 

b
l 

is the coefficient of the ith experimental variable 

(2) 

b.. is the coefficient of the square of the ith experimental variable 
b:: is the coefficient of the product of the ith experimental variable 

and the jth experimental variable. 

The regression coefficients can be calculated on computer using the 
least square error method. 

To evaluate the levels of the experimenta1 variables at the maximum 
point. the quadratic equation has to be written in full. which includes both 
the terms b .. and b ... whereas in the calculation of the regression coefficients 
as above, the pai~J have been combined and written only once as b

ij 
since 

they contain the same variable in X. To eliminate any ambiguity each 
member of every pair of coeffieents was replaced by their mean; (b

ij 
+ by 

2 [4]. which is given by half the value of the coefficients as given in the 
regression above. The complete equation is therefore: 

+ 

En X1N X2N + El2X2NX 1N + E22 X22N + ..!>13X1N X3N + 
2 2 2 2 

DnX3NX1N + bnX2NX3N + .bn X3N X2
N + .b33X1NX3N + 

2 2 2 2 

.Q14 X IN X4N + Q41 X4NX IN + Q24 X 2N X 4N + Ih"X 4N X2N + 
2 2 2 2 

l'b4XmX4N + Q34X4NX~N + Q44 X24N + !2.1:,\X1NX:,\N + 
2 2 2 2 

QI5 X :,\N X 1N + Q.2:,\X 2N X 5N + Q2.5X 'N X 2N + Q.]5X ]N X 5N + 
2 2 2 2 

Q35 X5N X3N + Q45X 4N X 5N + Q45X :,\NX4N + Q55
X2 (3) 

2 2 2 2 

This can be written in matrix notation as: 

YN = bo + BX + XTBX ,- ,,- (4) 

•• 
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where B; = [b,. b,. b,. b,. b,] 

X, 
X, 

X = X) 

b" 
b L!/ 1 

and B. = b un .. 
hi4£! 

bl:V1 

X, 
X, 

bU12 

bn 
b

23JZ 

b~4J2 
b2~12 

bl.1I2 b14/:! 

b !.'\J! hU/2 
b.\., bJ4/2 

b .l"12 b.., 

b.'1sl2 b45~ 

•• 

bl ~/2 
b2:'V2 

b.ut.! 
b4512 

bss 

To get the coordinates of the m .. imum. the panial derivative of the 
response function was set to zero, the maximum was checked by using the 
second derivative and the simultaneous equations of the first derivative were 
solved for the coordinates of the maximum point. 

The partial derivatives of equation (3) can be expressed as follows: 

5 
<ly L 

- = b· +2b ·· X +2,· ~J. ax. I II I r 
I i <j 

bijXj 

2 

which can be expressed in matrix notation as 

BiT + 2BiiX = 0 

(5) 

(6) 

Himmelblau [4] solved equation (6) for X giving the set of X, at the 
maximum point as: 

(7) 

The value of the theoretical maximum was calculated by introducing the 
values of Xi at X~Q~ into equation (4) 

Ym:u 
(8) 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

THE STRAIN 

The yeast S. cerevisiae N.C. Y.C 754 was grown in shake-flask s shaken in a 
refrigerated incubator shaker (L.H. Fermenlation, uK/Syarikal Harapan. 
Malaysia) at constant temperatures and shaking speeds. The inoculum was 
prepared by growing the yeast from slope culture in a medium of sterilised 
coconut-water. 100 ml. of medium was shaken in 250 ml. conical flasks at 
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30"C with a shaking rate of 200 r.p.m. for 24 hours. Inoculation of 
experimental flasks was done using a sterile pipette at 1.0 ml. per flask. 

THE MEDIUM 

A fresh coconut-water sample was obtained from Restoran Universiti. 
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. It was filtered to removed all suspended 
matter. 300 ml. portions in 500 ml. flasks were sterilised at 12l"C for 20 
minutes followed by storage at 4"C. No attempt was made to analyse the 
composition of the coconut-water sample. It would be done at a later stage. 
The culture medium in the experiments consisted of this coconut-water 
sample with varying initial concentrations of glucose, yeast extract and 
mycological peptone supplements and fixed initial concentrations of sodium 
chloride (5 gL"') and ammonium sulphate (10 gL·') supplements. These 
consumables were obtained from sources as mentioned in [7]. 100 ml. of 
medium was shaken in 250 ml. flasks. In all cases the glucose was 
dissolved in a fixed amount of coconut-water and sterilised separately 
from the rest of the components, which were also dissolved in a fixed 
amount of coconut-water and sterilised, to avoid the formation of pigments 
which masks the yeast and prevents the detection of cytochrome p-450 in 
whole yeast cells [5]. The sterilisation of the medium was done at 15 p.s.i. 
for 15 minutes. The two parts of the medium were then left to cool down 
before being mixed. 

CYTOCHROME PA50 ASSAY AND BIOMASS DETERMINATION 

The fennentations were harvested at 40 hours after inoculation. Paral1el 
identical experiments were harvested at 48 hours after inoculation, but since 
they give a much lower average yield compared to those harvested at 40 
hours, they are not reported here. 

Cycthrome p-450 was assayed by a modification of the procedure of 
Omura and Sato [6]. A 50 ml. sample of the fennentation broth was taken 
using a sterile pipette and then centrifuged at 4640 g for 15 minutes. After 
decanting the supernatant a phosphate buffer of pH 7.2 was added to the 
yeast cells to make a 10% (w/v) suspension on which the spectrophotometric 
detennination of cytochrome p-4S0 was made. Another 50 mi. sample was 
centrifuged at 4640 g for 15 minutes followed by decanting of the supernatant, 
resuspending the yeast in distilled water, recentrifuging at 4640 g for 15 
minutes and decanting the supernatant again. The yeast is then resuspended 
in distilled water and dried at 105°C for 24 hours, cooled in a dessicator and 
its weight detennined. 

EXPRESSION OF YIELD 

The yield expression to be optimised was the cytochrome p-450 concentration 
in nmol L·' (enzyme volume-yield) . 

. ' 
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I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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TABLE 8. The Evaluation of the Linear Regression Equation 

PREDICTED VALUES ACTUAL VALUES SQUARED ERRORS 
(nmol L " ) (nmol L" ) 

401.034 439.560 1484.243 
137.302 131.870 29.512 
188.707 131.870 3230.417 
287.605 307.690 403.406 
216.054 219.780 13.880 
314.952 322.340 54.578 
366.357 373.620 52.754 
102.625 87.910 216.533 
267.336 307.690 1628.406 
366.235 307.690 3427.479 
417.639 373.620 1937.676 
153.907 219.780 4339.191 
444.987 454.210 85.066 
18 1.255 146.520 1206.510 
232.659 234.430 3.135 
331.557 351.640 403.307 

SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS 18516.062 
MEAN SQUARED ERRORS = 308.600 
MEAN SQUARED ERROR AT CENTRE POINT 2211.975 
MEAN SQUARED ERRORS 0.1395 
MEAN SQUARED ERRORS AT CENTRE POINT 

F-TEST 

TABLE 9. The Levels of the Experimental VariabJes 
at the Star Points of the Composite Design 

Levels of Experimental Variable 

Experimental Q = -2 a=O Q = +2 Unit 
Variable~ 

RPM 100 150 200 rpm 
T 22.5 27.5 32.5 "C 
P 4 10 16 gL" 
YE 4 10 16 gL" 
G 70 110 150 gL-' 



No. 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

TABLE 10. The Plan of the Complementary Experiments at the 
Star Points and the Results of the Experiments 

RPM T P YE G ENZYME 

x, x, x, " x, nmol L"j nmol g.l 

-2.0 0 0 0 0 351.64 43.263 
2.0 0 0 0 0 175.82 30.024 
0 -2.0 0 0 0 461.53 39.736 
0 2.0 0 0 0 417.58 55.841 
0 0 -2.0 0 0 263.73 33.776 
0 0 2.0 0 0 483.51 37.193 
0 0 0 -2.0 0 175.82 27.339 
0 0 0 2.0 0 329.67 43.406 
0 0 0 0 -2.0 32.96 5.391 
0 0 0 0 2.0 351.64 39.184 

TABLE 11. Regression Coefficients Of The Quadratic 
Equation For The Response Surface 

COEFFICIENTS VALUES 

bO 287.712 
bl -63.186 
b2 -20.452 
b3 23.504 
b4 22.234 
b5 55.933 
bll - 2.322 
b22 35.098 
b33 18.149 
b44 -12.089 
b55 -27.180 
b12 10.531 
bl3 6.868 
b23 - 5.952 
bl4 29.762 
b24 20.604 
b34 -10.530 
bl5 6.866 
b25 -11.440 
b35 23.351 
b45 13.278 

•• 

BIOMASS 

gL·' 

8.128 
5.856 
11.615 
7.478 
7.808 
13.000 
6.431 
7.595 
6.113 
8.974 
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X 

X, 
X, 
X, 
X, 
X. , 

•• 

TABLE 12. Levels of the Experimental Variables at The Theoretical 
Maximum Point. The Theoretical Yield and the Actual Yield 

EXPTL. VARIABLES LEVELS VALUE OF EXPTL. VARIABLE 

RPM 0.352 158.80 r.p.m 
T -0.297 26.76 "C 
P -1.016 6.95 gL' 
YE 2.347 17.04 gL" 
G 1.459 139.18 gL" 

Predicted Theoretical Maximum Yield = 336.83 nmol L" 
Average of four values of yield at Max. Point = 373.62 nmol L- ' 

RESULTS 

Table I gives the levels of the experimental variables in the half-replicate 
2~ factorial experiments. 

Table 2 gives the plan of the half-replicate 2' factorial experiments and the 
untreated results. 

Table 3 gives the results of the calculation of main effects and interactive 
effects using Yates' Method. 

Table 4 gives the plan of the replication of the centre point and the result 
of experiments. 

Table 5 gives the results of the F-test on the main effects and the interactive 
effects. 

Table 6 gives the F-distributions used in the F-tests. 
Table 7 gives the regression coefficents of the linear equation of the 

response surface of the half-replicate 2' factorial experiments_ 
Table 8 gives the evaluation of the linear regression equation for the 

response surface of the half-replicate 2' factorial experiment. 
Table 9 gives the levels of the experimental variables in the star points of 

the composite design. 
Table 10 gives the plan of the complementary experiments at the star points 

and the results of these experiments. 
Table II gives the regression coefficients of the quadratic equation of 

response surface of the composite design. 
Table 12 gives the levels of the experimental variables at the theoretical 

maximum points, the theoretical maximum yield and the actual 
yield as the average of four replicates. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table 5 gives the results of the F-test on the main effects and the interactive 
effects of the experimental variables on the enzyme volume-yield. The main 
effect of G was significant at 99% confidence level, while the main effects 
of RPM, P and T were significant at 97.5% 90% and 75% confidence levels 
respectively. The two-variables interactive effects RPM-T and P-G were both 
significant at 75% confidence level. 
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The main effect of G has a +ve sign showing thaI increasing G from 
90.0 gL'] to 130.0 gL"' has the main effect of increasing the enzyme volume
yield. Similarly for P its main effect has a +ve sign, thus increasing P from 
7.0 gL'] to 13.0 gL'] has the main effect of increasing the volume-yidd too. 
That the main effect of P is significant at 90% is a rather surprising result 
since in previous work [7) changing P at random belween 0.0 gL'] 10 45,0 
gL'] had only a marginal effecl on the enzyme volume-yield. 

The main effect of T has a -ve sign, showing thaI increasing T from 
25"C to 3O"C has the main effect of causing the enzyme volume-yield to 
decrease. This is consistent wilh the result of an earlier work [9] using a 
different medium formulation. which gives the optimum temperature as 
2Ye. The decrease in the enzyme volume-yield caused by increasing 
temperature could be due to increased denaturation rate of the enzyme at 
higher temperalures. 

The main effecl of RPM has a -ve sign, showing that increasing RPM 

from 125 r.p.m. to 175 r.p.m has the main effect of causing the enzyme 
volume yield 10 decrease. Since improved mixing should always be 
favourable to the yield, the -ve effect of increasing RPM could be attributed 
to excessive aeration [8J. Excessive aeration. and therefore excessively high 
dissolved oxygen concentration in the medium, is bad for the production of 
Ihe enzyme which favours a semi-anaerobic condition [8]. 

Whilst both G and P have +ve main effects, the two-variables interactive 
effect G-P has a -ve sign. The e~act mechanism of this interaction is not 
known. Funher, whilst Ihe main effects of both RPM and T have -ve signs, 
the two-variable interactive effect RPM-T has a +ve sign. Probably increasing 
T lower the solubility of oxygen in the medium thus favouring higher yield, 
and this reverses the adverse effect of increasing RPM! 

Table 7 gives the regression coefficients of the linear equation for the 
response surface of the factorial experiment and Table 8 gives the performance 
of Ihis equation. With the exception of Ihe c.oefficenl for X, (i .e. G), all Ihe 
coefficents of the linear equation are small (less than 20%) compared to the 
constanL The fit of the linear equation (Table 8) is very good, showing that 
the surface is a plane. Thus Ihe area investigated is a plateau which may 
contain the maximum point. The experiments were therefore complemented 
with the extra data points (Table 10) necessary to make it into a composite 
design [3 , 4). The levels of the experimental variables used in these 
complementary points are as in Table 9. 

The response surface of the composite design was then approximated 
with a quadratic equation. Table II gives the regression constant and 
c.oefficient of Ihe quadratic equation. This equation was then manipulated 
in the way explained in the Theory Section to get Ihe levels of the 
experimental variables at the theoretical maximum point. 

Table 12 gives the levels of the experimental variables at the theoretical 
maximum point and the theoretical maximum yield at this point. Experiments 
conducted al these optimised levels of experimental variables give an 
average enzyme volume-yield of 373.62 nmol L'] with an average biomass 
yield of 16.08 gV (these figures are averages of four replicates). The 
optimised level of P at 6.95 gL'] is very much lower than the previously 
optimised level of P at 11.9 gL'] [9) in a medium not based on coconut-water 

.' 
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for a similar fermentation process while the optimised levels of the other 
experimental variables remain almost the same. Mycological peptone costs 
RM 158.00 kg" at current market price and the lowering of the optimum level 
of P in a fermentation medium based on coconut-water confirms the 
usefulness of coconut-water as a base for a fermentation medium in this 
particular fconentation. 

Symbols 

N 
RPM or X, 
Tor X

2 
Par X

J 

YE or X" 
G or X, 
a 

r 
a, 
ai' a2' 33, 3", 3 5 

y 
b, 

bl ' b1, b.p bJ , bs 
bu ' b!2' b13, b2J , h.13 

b14' b24• b:,w. bw b l s 

NOTATtON 

Description 

Aask number 
Shaking rate 
Temperature 
Initial concentration of mycological peptone 
Initial concentration of yeast extract 
Initial concentration of glucose 

Multiplication factor 
Error variance per experimental unit 
Constant for linear equation 
Coefficient of the linear equation 
of the response surface 
Enzyme volume-yield 
Constant for the quadratic equation 
of the response surface 

bw bw b4~ Coefficien!s of the quadratic equation of 

GT 

the response surface 
Matrices 
The matrix of the levels of the 
experimental variables X" X,. X" X, 
and X, at the point of maximum yield 
Grand Total 
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